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Query Optimization and Processing in Federated Database Systems*
Ee-Peng Lim, Jaideep Srivastava
Department of Computer Science
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455
1 Introduction
The main challenges in processing federated database
queries originate from the data distribution, heterogeneity
and autonomy. The impact of data distribution has been
well studied in distributed database research but not of het-
erogeneity and autonomy. It is therefore important to study
how the problems arising from heterogeneity and autonomy
can be appropriate ely handled in federated query processing.
The major differences between distributed query processing
and federated query processing include:
1. Local subquery result integration: The top-down
design approach in distributed databases usually in-
volves decisions such as partitioning relations into frag-
ments (vertical or horizontal), replicating some of them
for increased availability, and allocating them to appro-
priate sites. To combine tuples from local subqueries,
the usual relational operations, e.g. join, union, etc.,
are sufficient. In contrast, FDBS assumes that the
component databases exist before integration. Rela-
tional operations alone may not be sufficient to resolve
semantic differences between the databases. For exam-
ple a dynamic attribute, M proposed in the MRDSM
project [5], allows its value to be derived from actual
attribute(s) using a general program computation. This
indicates a need for non-relational operations, known az
integration operations.
2, Availability of statistical information: The suc-
cess of query optimization depends on the accuracy
of knowledge about DBMS cost models. In a FDBS,
the component databases may not have, or may not
supply (due to autonomy) sufficient information about
databaae statistics and DBMS workload, to the federa-
tion. Therefore, any cost-based query optimization will
have to include an extra statistics collection task to ob-
tain the cost-related parameters. This wiIl be different
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from most distributed query optimization techniques
which assume complete availability of statistics about
database relations.
Global vs Local Query Optimization: In a dis-
tributed DBMS, query optimization includes determin-
ing detailed strategies to evaluate subqueries at each
sit e, To maintain local autonomy, query optimization
in FDBS is inevitably divided into global query opti-
mization and local query optimization. The former is
performed by the FDBS while the latter is done by the
component DBMS’S. Hence, FDBS cannot dictate the
access path and algorithms used in local query evalua-
tion.
Availability of Local Cost model: Due to local au-
tonomy, the- cost model of query processing in FDBS
may be different from that in a distributed database.
In fact, most existing database systems do not provide
local cost model information to the outside world.
In our work, we examine query processing issues affected
by local autonomy and heterogeneity and propose solutions
to them. Due to space constraint, we can only give a brief
description of our approach here. Interested readers are re-
ferred to [3] for a detailed discussion.
2 Integration Operations
The types of integration operations required in a FDBS
depends on the heterogeneity in semantics among compo-
nent databases. Semantic heterogeneity exists regardless of
the type of data model used to describe the contents of com-
ponent databases. In [3], we describe five different scenarios
which require different kinds of integration operations.
To enable us to address the subsequent problems of opti-
mizing and processing FDBS queries, we focus on the inte-
gration operations that merge tuples from relations which
model overlapping sets of entities. Two major problems
can arise in this situation, They are entity identification
(EI), and attribute value conflict resolution (AVCR)
problems. EI involves matching object instances from dif-
ferent component databases which correspond to the same
real-world entit y[4]. AVCR involves resolving the discrep
ancy between related attributes of two database entries that
model the same real-world entity. A general solution to the
attribute value confhct problem is to define some functions,
or general program codes, which derive the integrated at-
tributes from the set of local attributes[5, 2]. In this paper,
we have selected a minimal set of core operations that in-
cludes the set of relational operations, i.e. {u, m, CU,-, U}, aa
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well sa three other operators which are useful in specify-
ing the federated views. These are 2-way Outerjoin Opera-
tor (~), Key Derivation Operator (ExtK), and Generalized
Attribute Derivation Operator (GAD). None of the above
operations can be expressed using relational algebra alone.
2-way outerjoin operator is particularly useful for merg-
ing two relations such that t uples from different relations
satisfying some predicate can be combined together, while
other tuples can still be retained in the result by padding
NULL values to columns that do not exist in their source
relations. The result relation of 2-way outerjoin retains all
columns of the source relations. Most researchers agree that
outerjoin is useful in matching tuples from different relations
which is an essential step in entity identification. For exam-
ple, let Ernpl and Enap2 be two relations with common key
empnum. A federated view combining them can be defined
as Empl WEmP1. empnum. Emp2. empnum Emp2. If a NULL
key value is found in a result tuple, it can be interpreted sa
if the source relation which the key belongs to does not have
information corresponding to the entity modeled by the tu-
ple. Given this property, it is possible to identify the source
database from the outerjoin result tuple, and thus apply ap-
propriate methods to resolve attribute conflicts.
EztK derives missing key attributes of a relation R from
other attributes in R using some attribute mapping infor-
mation. It is written as:
EdY(R, (K,, ASetl, Map,) . . . (K’., ASetn, Mapn))
In the above, ~i is a missing key attribute. Mapi is a
set of mapping information required for deriving ~i. ASeti
is a set of R attributes that are used for the key derivation.
The mapping information may be stored as relations, or be
defined as some mapping functions. Interested readers can
refer to [4] for detailed discussions about derivation of key
attributes.
For example, if it is known that rname and cuisine can
be used aa a key in the integrated domain of real-world en-
tities, and IM(specialty, cuisine) is a mapping table from
specialty to cuisine, we can define the following key deriva-
tion operator to extend relation Restaurant with the re-
quired key attribute.
EztK(Restaurant, (cuisine, {specialty}, {IM}))
GAD operator is used to define attributes in a federated
view as derivations of attributes from the source relations.
GAD over a relation R is defined as:
GAD(R, (al, (condll, Fll) . . . (condl~l, f’l~l)) . c.
(am, (condml, Fml) “““ (c’J~~w! ~-nm)))
where a,’s are attributes of the output relation. The
expression (Ui, (COrld,,, Ftj) . ..) indicates that for each at-
tribute of the output relation, there may be one or more
functions Fij’s defined to compute the values of a,. When
a condition condi j is satisfied, the corresponding function
F,, will be used in the attribute value computation. F,l
can be any user-defined function that produces a single
value result of the appropriate data type. The condition
condij is a conjunction of selection predicates of the form
attrib op congtant where attrib is an attribute from R, and
Op e {<, <,>, 2,=}.
For example, let Elf P(ename, salary, phone) be a re-
lation. The following GAD operation shows how the at-
tributes {ename,bonus} of the federated view are derived.
GAD(EMP, (ename, (TRUE, ermme))
(bonus, (salary > 10K, salary * 0.1)
(salary > 5K k salary< 10K, salary* 0.2)
(satary < 5K, .9a/ary * 0,3))
(b)
Figure 1: (a) Operator tree. (b) Constrained query tree
3 Constrained Query Tree Model
In our FDBS model, we assume that federated queries
can be expressed using relational algebra expressions. Both
the relational operations {a, z, c4, –, U] and the new inte-
gration operations {~, GAD, EztK } are used to specify the
federated view expression. Given a federated query, we aug-
ment the query expression with federated view expressions
corresponding to the referred federated views. In order to fa-
cilitate query decomposition that generates fewer single-site
queries, we propose the use of constrained query tree to
represent both federated view expressions and augmented
query expressions.
A constrained query tree, denoted by CQT, is a tree
whose leaf nodes represent relations, and internal nodes rep-
resent operations. A (7QT differs from a conventional bl-
nary operator tree[l] in that it represents operators which
satisfy commutativity and aasociativity properties as n-way
unordered operators. Instead of using n adjacent binary join
(union,2-way outerjoin) nodes to join (union,2-way outer-
join) n+l relations, a CQT requires only one n+l way join
(union) node. It is clear that given an operator tree, its
CQT can be constructed easily sa shown in Figure 1. The
complete query decomposition process is discussed in [3].
4 FDBS Query Processing Architecture
As shown in Figure 4, we have adopted a FDB query
processor design that treats query processing at two levels,
namely federation and local levels, and aasigns the activi-
ties at the respective levels to federation query manager
(FQM) and federated query agent (FQA). The func-
tionality of each query processing component is described in
detail as follows:
1.
2.
Gateway:
The gateway makes the local DBMS appear as sup-
porting the common data model, i.e. relational. It
handles query statements in the common data manip-
ulation language, and translates them into local query
commands. The results returned by the local DBMS
are transformed to the common data model. Since the
data access language supported by most commercial
DBMS’s is SQL, we require our gateways to support
SQL queries. On the other hand, we allow some gate-
ways to be more sophisticated than others because not
all local DBMS’s will have the same query processing
capabilities. Each gateway has to make its supported
set of relational operations known to the federaton so
that the gateway will not be asked to handle the un-
supported operations during query execution.
Federation Query Manager:
FQM receives queries from the federated database ap
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Figure2: Federated Query Processing Architecture
3.
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placations or users. It coordinates the entire process-
ing of a query by interacting with the FQA’s. Each
federated query is translated into an augmented query
expression that involves both relational and integration
operations. FQM optimizes the augmented query ex-
pression and generates an execution plan. These are
sent to FQA’s for execution. To perform cost-based
query optimization, FQM collects statistical informa-
tion about the subquery results.
Federated Query Agent:
FQA interacts with the gateway, FQM, as well as other
peer FQA’s to accomplish the tasks assigned by the
FQM. It receives from FQM the execution plan and
query fragments. It translates some query fragments
into gateway queries while the other query fragments
have to be evaluated by the FQA. Inter-FQA data
movements may be required as part of the execution
plan. It is assumed that information required for in-
tegration, e.g. attribute mapping tables and attribute
functions in GAD operations, can be provided to all
the FQA’s. Similar to the gateways, the processing
capabilities of FQA’s can vary depending on the local
systems.
Query Optimization and Processing
Strategy -
In FDBS, the distinct feature of local autonomy imply
that a detailed cost-based query optimization is very diffi-
cult, if not impossible. The benefits of optimizing federated
queries must be carefully weighted against the resources and
efforts required. For example, if local autonomy is strictly
observed, and the usage pattern of other local applicatiorm
is not available, it is unlikely that extensive efforts to opti-
mize federated queries baaed onsomehypothetical local cost
models (including disk and CPU costs) will produce a global
optimal plan. However, since the cost difference between a
good plan and bad plan can be enormous, it is therefore
more appropriate to consider avoiding expensive plans in
the optimization as primary objective rather than achieving
a global optimal solution. Here, we present an optimization
and processing strategy that is taiIored to the unique au-
tonomy feature of FDBS. Our optimization objective is to
minimize data shipping costs between sites after a partial
ordering of operations is determined using some heuristics.
Our strategy incorporates the collection of statistical infor-
mation before a cost-based global optimization. Our query
processing strategy consists of
1.
2.
3.
4.
Query Decomposition Phase: In this phaae, a set
of tranformations are applied to the federated query to
simplify it. Since no statistical information about local
relations is available at this moment, we rely on heuris
tics such as doing projection and selection operations as
early as possible. Subqueries which can be processed by
the individual component DBMS’s are extracted. We
call these subqueries gateway retrievals since they
involve retrievals of local database information through
the gateways.
Gateway Retrieval and Feedback Phase: The
gateway retrievals are distributed as query tree frag-
ments to the appropriate federated query agents
(FQA’s). Having translated them into the common
query language i.e. SQL, FQA’s submit the retrievals
to their gateways for execution. Retrieval results are
stored as local files while statistics about them, e.g. re-
lation size, are shipped to FQM.
Global Optimization Phase: Having collected gate-
way retrieval result statistics from the FQA’s, FQM
carries out a cost-based optimization that generates
a query execution plan for the remaining portion of
the federated query. The execution plan may involve
both processing at the FQA’s as well as gateways,
and shipping data across sites. Here, the query opti-
miz ation techniques developed for distributed database
systems[6] has been adapted to the FDBS environment.
In particular, we adopted a 2-stage optimization algo-
rithm which first performs some cost-guided algebraic
transformations on the execution plan. It then applies
a dynamic programming approach to sssign the execu-
tion sites to the operations within the plan.
Global Query Execution Phase: In this phase, the
query exe&iti& plan is distributed to the FQA’s” and
executed in a distributed manner, i.e. without the cen-
tralized coordination of FQM. Eventually, the final re-
sult is shipped to the FQM and is made available to the
user or application.
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